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Meeting in the 
nature’s harmony
INFORMATION AND BOOKING
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Tel: 03 811 4393
GSM: 051 305 717
Fax: 03 811 4390
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Rogaška has been known for its healing mineral water for 
centuries, but there is more to it. Rogaška has been making 

history for hundreds of years:
with its people, nature, water, health ...

A quiet place far away from the hustle and bustle of the city, 
surrounded by rich vegetation and unspoilt nature. 

A magnificent park soothes with beauty and elegance, the 
nearby forest tempts with a comforting shade.

The hotel has preserved its historic charm, but at the same 
time it can meet the highest expectations of a modern guest. 
Let it seduce you with its majestic appearance and rich offer.

Enter the world of comfort, quality and style
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Choosing Rogaška is a good start

Rogaška Congress centre is located inside the Grand hotel Sava**** superior surrounded 
by a wonderful health resort park, which makes it a perfect place for spending your 
free time, a short vacation or an active holiday, visiting the Wellness & Spa or joining a 
business event. 
We have taken our services a step further. We offer our guests full support in the 
organization of events, excellent hotel services and capacities. Our professional team is 
unobtrusive but always close at hand, so you can relax and enjoy your stay despite the 
work-related purpose of your visit.
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Rogaška Congress centre
The modern business world has crossed office boundaries. Contact with nature, soothing 
effects of thermal mineral water as well as modern wellness-centre services complement 
and add variety to business meetings. Social life and team work within an organisation 
are being increasingly emphasized, which is why we have prepared a variety of offers 
regarding incentive programmes characterised by the unique natural environment.

Banquet 
bar

Registration and exhibition area

Tempel 
Hall

Donat
Hall

Styria
Hall
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Conference hall rental

Rogaška Congress centre offers a large meeting hall that can 
accommodate as many as 300 people. The hall can be separated into 
3 smaller soundproof halls for various workshops. The halls have 
been named after famous thermal water springs: Tempel, Donat and 
Styria and they can receive up to 100 people each. This way we can 
fully adjust the facilities to the size of the event and the number of 
participants. 
What makes the halls more attractive is the glass wall that provides 
natural lighting, offers wonderful sights of nature, far away from the 
hustle and bustle of the city and the hectic workday. The centre offers 
up-to-date technical and visual equipment (LCD projector, portable 
projection screen, sound system, speaker podium, presidential 
panel, flip chart, video, DVD player, overhead projector, portable 
and stationary microphone, TV, laptop, simultaneous interpretation 
equipment with mobile booths (according to a previous agreement), 
video conferencing equipment, document cameras, telephone 
connection and internet access ...).

The price includes a rental of the hall with basic equipment (flip chart, overhead projector, video, sound 
system – stationary, portable and tie microphones, DVD player, CD player, portable projection screen). 
There is an option of various hall settings. If 70% of the event participants choose to stay at our hotel 
the hall rental is FREE OF CHARGE.

Hall Capacity Half day rental 
(max. 4 hours) in EUR

Full day rental 
in EUR

Large hall (Tempel + Styria + Donat) max. 300 persons 450 800 
Tempel + Donat Hall max. 200 persons 350 600 
Styria + Donat Hall max. 200 persons 350 600 
Styria Hall max. 100 persons 250 400 
Donat Hall max. 90 persons 250 400 
Tempel Hall max. 100 persons 250 400 
Sava conference room max. 15 persons 100 150 
Zagreb conference room max. 20 persons 100 150 

CINEMA CLASS BANQUET U-BLOCK FISHBONE
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GRAND HOTEL SAVA****superior Price in EUR

Double room with balcony Lux 110
Double room Lux 100

Double room with balcony Superior 95
Double room Superior 85

Double room Premium 75
Prices per person per day in EUR. All prices include VAT. 
Our prices are subject to change.

Prices include:
• bed and breakfast accommodation 

in Lux, Superior or Premium 
rooms

• unlimited access to the Lotus spa 
thermal swimming pool

• unlimited access to the Turkish 
sauna, Finnish sauna and 
tepidarium

• free admission to the fitness 
center

• morning gymnastics, water 
aerobics

• use of bathrobe and bath towel
• bottle of the healing mineral water 

in the room
• rich animation programme

ADDITIONAL CHARGES
• Tourist tax: 1,50 EUR/person/day
• Additional buffet meal at the hotel restaurant: 20 EUR/person/meal
• Single use of double bedroom: 25%
• Grand room: 20 € per person  
DISCOUNTS
• Adult person on extra bed (rooms Grand): 10%

Accommodation price list
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Castle seminars

Rogatec Open-air Museum

Rental of facilities for business and social meetings

Strmol Manor

We offer a possibility of organizing seminars, conferences, professional and business 
meetings in a pleasant atmosphere of the medieval Renaissance and Baroque cultural 
monument.
The spacious »Banquet hall«, suitably arranged for carrying out of the modern procotol, 
professional and social events is located on the 3rd floor. 
Hall dimensions: 12,77 x 5,94 m.

BANQUET HALL

Technical equipment:
(slide projector, LCD projector, laptop, video, TV, flip chart, sound system)

Gastronomic offer:
• castle restaurant with full gastronomic offer
• top-notch wine shop

• banquet hall rental: 209,00 €/day
• small hall rental: 105,00 €/day
• small and big hall rental: 250,00 €/day
• technical equipment rental: 15,00 € /for single equipment unit/day
• castle courtyard and surroundings rental: 105,00 € /day banquet hall rental: 209,00 €/day
• small hall rental: 105,00 €/day
• small and big hall rental: 250,00 €/day
• technical equipment rental: 15,00 € /for single equipment unit/day
• castle courtyard and surroundings rental: 105,00 € /day

Rogatec Open-air Museum at the foot of Donačka gora mountain in an authentic 
Styrian landscape preserves vernacular architecture of the sub-Pannonian type, 
characteristic of the Obsotelje region in the period of the 19th until the mid-20th 
century. Over the years, the core of the museum with original buildings has grown 
into the largest Slovenian open-air museum and a cultural monument of national 
importance.
In 1997 it was nominated for the European Museum of the Year Award. A wide range 
of activities enables the visitors to discover and explore the cultural tradition of the 
former builders and experience their own experience of heritage.

The manor developed from a medieval residential tower which Jacob Strmol from 
Cerklje was awarded with by the counts of Celje in 1436. In the Renaissance building 
composition the medieval structure is preserved. Strong influence of Baroque with 
mouldings, frescoes and attractive facade paintings places it among one of the most 
important feudal objects in Slovenia. Renovated between 1996 - 2003 and in 2014. The 
mansion’s life-throb is being revived through stories from the past that have been given 
a new guise: picturesque exhibitions, concerts, thematic guided tours, theatre scenes 
from the Baroque era and workshops at the Rogatec handicrafts centre.

70 persons 50 persons 50 persons 40 persons
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For a good 
start to the 
day

CLEAR YOUR MIND
Natural fruit juice, 
coffee, croissant

NAMIZO 
Healing mineral water 
or Namizo water 0,25 l 
+ milk croissant with 
raisins

WAKE UP
Coffee, club sandwich, 
home-made herbal ice 
tea

STYRIA
Green coffee, baked 
tofu on bio bread, fruit-
vegetable smoothie, 
wholemeal cookies, 
fresh + dried fruit

HEALTHY COFFEE 
BREAK
Natural juice / 
smoothie + muffins

Fruit, vegetable 
or fruit-vegetable 
smoothie

EXAMPLE – FINGER FOOD

Cold roast beef with gorgonzola and grapes
Shrimp on a buckwheat blini with wasabi mayonnaise
Smoked ham roulade with gherkins and young cheese
Bread of the local masters of bakery, topped with goat cheese in crispy pancetta
Mini pizza from corn polenta with tomato, parmesan and herbs
Home-made breadsticks wrapped in a juicy roast beef with mustard glaze 
Prune wrapped in crispy bacon
Shrimp tail in tapenade
Smoked salmon with creamy horseradish
Karst prosciutto with melon
Mini chicken burger with grated ginger
Carniolan sausage with applesauce
Pork tenderloin in puff pastry
Piroshki with skimmed cottage cheese and herbs

Coffee breaks during your 
business meeting
HEALTHY: Natural juice/smoothie + muffin (home-made)

PLOD: Fruit, vegetable or fruit-vegetable smoothie

TREND: Coffee, milk, tea, home-made croissant 

BASIC: Coffee, milk, tea, water, juice

CLASSIC: Coffee, milk, tea, water, juice, croissants or home-made tea pastry

PREMIUM: Coffee, milk, tea, water, juice, croissants or home-made tea pastry, fruit

HOME: Coffee, milk, tea, water, juice, “jerpica” with cracknels and sour cream or 
cheese, “mlinčevka” cake
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Menus consist of seasonal ingredients, produced in 
the local environment. In our desire to meet all your 
wishes we offer you the possibility of changing and 
mutually combining food on the menu. Upon request 
we offer you an individual consultation with the head 
of F&B, where you can discuss the contents of the 
menu.

Only for YOU – show cooking:

Slovenian national cuisine
Mediterranean cuisine
Chinese – Japanese specialities
INSIDE KITCHEN

Relax and enjoy the hospitality and friendliness
of our restaurants; à la carte restaurant KAISER and
hotel restaurant KRISTAL, and take part in a
unique gastronomic experience of the Slovenian and 
international cuisine.
Outstanding quality and diversity of both restaurants 
combined with a wonderful ambient will take you on a 
journey into the magical world of colours, flavours and 
fragrances.

Surrender to a unique 
gastronomic experience
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LUNCHES
LUNCH I

Creamy seasonal vegetable soup 
with a home-made breadstick

Oven-baked chicken Styrian style
Home-made »mlinci« pasta tatters and braised red 

cabbage 
Mixed salad 

Apple strudel

LUNCH II

Beef soup with a cheese pouch 
and parsley oil 

or
French onion soup with a cheese pouch 

and parsley oil 

Home-made roast pork, turkey fillet au gratin with 
tomato and mozzarella, 

country style fried potatoes, vegetable ratatouille
Mixed salad

SISY COLLECTION slice

DINNERS
Taste Slovenia

Carniolan sausage cooked in Blue Frankish wine on 
polenta and crispy rocket, apple jam with horseradish

Beef soup with semolina dumplings 
and julienne vegetables

Buckwheat porridge with porcini mushrooms in a dough 
basket

Crunchy piglet, carrot purée, »mlinci« pasta tatters au 
gratin, carrot »štrukelj« rolled dumpling

Ice cream with »potica« cake flavour on applesauce

Styrian »PLATTER«

Cooked beef tongue on field salad with 
pumpkin seed oil and grated egg

Forest mushroom soup with buckwheat porridge 

Styrian rumpsteak in mustard sauce,
»štrukelj« rolled cheese dumpling, sautéed potatoes and 

vegetable ratatouille

Apple strudel with vanilla sauce, 
pumpkin seed oil and 

caramelized pumpkin seeds
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GALA MENUS

MENU I

Cold introduction with Styrian home-made 
delicacies

Cream of celery soup with house ravioli and 
julienne vegetables

Pork roulade stuffed with young cheese, 
roasted young potatoes and vegetable 

ratatouille

»Kaiserschmarrn« with pear sauce and 
home-made caramel ice cream

MENU II

Shrimp soup with roasted shrimp and a 
crunchy breadstick

House gnocchi with chives, porcini 
mushrooms and crayfish

Duck breast in Port sauce, stuffed polenta 
with truffles, asparagus and Belgian endive

Yogurt panna cotta with candied orange and 
chocolate crumble

MENU III

Marinated tuna with pistachio and sesame, 
roasted king prawns in pastry, basilico 

mayonnaise

Potato soup with celery and truffles,
quail egg and a truffle dumpling

Crunchy king crabs with wasabi 
mayonnaise and sweet-sour sauce

Beefsteak with French pepper sauce, 
»žlinkrofi« dumplings, oyster mushrooms 

and vegetable ratatouille

Vanilla parfait, caramelized pineapple, 
chocolate sauce and crumble
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When you fancy a cold-warm buffet
Cold-warm buffet

Young cheese on pot barley with zucchini
Cucumber slices with home-made yogurt and feta cheese 

with crushed pumpkin seeds
Beef tongue with pumpkin seed oil cream

Smoked salmon on a blini with cream cheese

Beef soup with strips of pancake and fried onions
Leek soup with mascarpone dumplings

Arborio risotto with julienne vegetables and aged gouda 
cheese

Veal confit in mustard sauce on a kohlrabi purée
Sautéed carrot with parsley cream
Fried chicken sticks with sesame

Vegetable ratatouille
Grilled pork medallions

Roast potatoes with rosemary
Trout fillet on young mangold with pesto

Salad buffet

Sweet-fruity buffet
(variety of fruit-creamy mignons, fresh fruit)

Cold-warm buffet
Finger food

Cooked ham on a stand with fresh horseradish on toasted 
bread (sliced in front of guests)

Kaiser delicacies served on a wooden board
(cold meat from the Savinjska region, venison salami, 

beef prosciutto, blackbelted pig ham, cheese, minced lard, 
home chicken pâté, pickled vegetables)

Marinated salmon with cream cheese and dill
Pumpkin carpaccio and tomato confit on young lettuce 

with roasted young cheese

House gnocchi with chicken fillet and seasonal vegetables
Four cheese ravioli with cream sauce with truffles

Crispy ravioli with calamari, prawns and salmon on a 
vegetable ratatouille

Stuffed pork roulade with porcini mushrooms and young 
cheese

Panko-crusted veal tenderloin baked in butter
Crunchy king crabs with wasabi mayonnaise and sweet-

sour sauce
Sea bass fillet on creamy young spinach

Sautéed young potatoes
Vegetable ratatouille

Pops cake
Chocolate pralines

Macarons
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Add variety to your business meetings
Would you like to give your participants a memorable conference event experience?
We offer you a possibility of upgrading your business meetings with diverse 
motivational and cultural programmes. Have you ever experienced rural Olympics, 
dancing class, games without frontiers, orienteering competition, balloon ride, karaoke, 
picnic ...?
We offer you all this and more.

Games without frontiers
Games without frontiers is a fun 
competition where team member 
coordination and mutual trust 
play the most important role. Such 
contest is perfect for making a business 
meeting more fun.
Duration: 1-2 hours.

Rural Olympics
Try out different kinds of farm work 
and crafts (corn husking, slingshot 
competition ...). 
The team with the most successful farm 
management will be rewarded. Rural 
Olympics take place in the Open-air 
museum in Rogatec which offers a view of 
country life and objects in past centuries.

Dancing class
Learn the basics of various dances with 
outstanding dance teachers:
Latino, salsa, belly dances ...

Evening entertainment
You can choose among various thematic
evenings: Fiesta Latina, Mexican party,
Dance performance, Folklore, Belly 
dancer, Cocktail party, Talent show, 
Best of the best contest ...

Picnic at the tourist farm
Relax in the wonderul nature and
enjoy a genuine countryside atmosphere. 
You will be energized by the tasty 
home-cooked food and drink 
and enjoy some dancing and live music 
afterwards.

Gala castle dinner
The Strmol manor tour in Rogatec will be 
followed by a Count’s or Knight’s medieval 
dinner with the possibility of
dining in the black kitchen (smoke 
kitchen). 
The speciality of the Knight’s menu is 
eating with bare hands. 
There is an option of taking a wine-shop 
tour, and you can also hire members 
of the Hand mortar society, who will 
welcome you upon your arrival, firing 
their mortars.

Fish picnic in the Winnetou valley
On the way to the Winnetou valley you 
will visit natural and cultural sites of the
nearby localities, like the Rogatec Open-
air museum, Strmol manor ... In the 
Winnetou valley you will get a chance to 
catch some fish and the chefs will turn 
them into a delicious meal
for you.
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Good ideas are the key to success

Soccer team building, Circus performer – juggler, Puppet 
show, 007 James Bond, Culinary team building, Photo team 
building, Drumming session – Let’s take the rhythms up to 
the sky! Horse-riding, Spring is in the air

Discover Rogaška in a different way

This game will encourage your employees to establish a team 
spirit, mutual communication, inventiveness and company 
loyalty.

Culinary team building

The power of team spirit and motivation ...

Try something different and test your skills in the art of 
cooking. The main goals of the culinary team building are 
relaxation, fun and discovering the world of food and wine 
all at once. We would like to show you how a simple dish can 
be updated and transformed into something different and 
special.

Creating dishes and setting up the table will turn into a fun 
social event for your employees and also an opportunity to 
exchange ideas for the banquet preparation for an important 
business partner.

A hike to Donačka gora with the 
orienteering competition and a snack at 
the mountain lodge 
On the way to the mountain lodge you 
will have the opportunity to admire 
the magnificent nature and enjoy the 
wonderful view of the Boč mountain, also 
called the “Triglav of Slovene Styria”. 
Participants will be divided into several 
groups, given the game instructions and 
the necessary tools. After an invigorating 
drink the competitors will take a hike 
through the Donačka gora jungle and 
start an adventure.

Go-kart competition 
Compete with your friends or co-workers 
in an exciting battle. You will be able 
to observe your opponents’ race from 
the terrace while enjoying a cold drink. 
Celebrate the victory with a champagne 
shower and feel like a real Formula 1 star.

Balloon ride 
Fly up to the sky with a balloon, take 
a look at Rogaška Slatina and its 
magnificent surroundings from above 
and enjoy the unforgettable view. The safe 
landing will be followed by the traditional 
baloon rider’s baptism with champagne. 
Don’t miss this one-time opportunity that 
can also be one of the most beautiful and 
memorable presents for your loved ones 
or business partners.
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Preventive managers’ check-ups
The greatest 
success is 
to be successful 
and healthy 
at the same time
Preventive managers’ check-ups are part of 
the Medical center Rogaška offer. Medical 
center Rogaška is the heart of the mineral 
spa, with a team of leading and renowned 
experts: 
doctors specializing in gastroenterology, 
cardiologists, internists, dermatologists, 
urologists, gynaecologists, orthopaedists, 
doctors specializing in physical and 
rehabilitation medicine, aesthetic plastic 
surgeons, vascular surgeons, nutritionists, 
physiotherapists, nurses and masseurs. They 
are committed to high expertise and superior 
medical services based on an individual-
based approach.

Frequent additional examinations 
and procedures 
• Polypectomy
• Biopsy and histology
 
Possible additions to the existing 
programme 
• Occupational medicine
• Mammography (both breasts) for her
• Fatigue management
• Kinesiology treatment - individual
• Relaxing energy techniques in a group

Tests and examinations CARDIO 
preventive 

examination

GASTRO 
preventive 

examination

GASTRO-
CARDIO 

preventive 
examination

EXPANDED 
preventive 

examination

Initial examination upon admission ✔ ✔ ✔

Laboratory tests (haematological, biochemical and urine tests) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Bioimpendance analysis – body composition measurement 
(InBody 720) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Specialist examination with a gastroenterologist with the 
interpretation of results and a written opinion ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Esophagogastroduodenoscopy  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Urease test ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Colonoscopy ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Stomach ultrasound ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Specialist examination with a cardiologist with the 
interpretation of results and a written opinion ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

EKG ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Ergospirometry ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Heart ultrasound ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Cervical vein ultrasound ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

X-ray of thoracic organs ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Specialist examination with a dermatologist ✔ ✔

Examination with a urologist, Uroflow and transrectal 
ultrasound ✔

Gynaecological examination with ultrasound and Pap smear ✔

Breast ultrasound ✔

BMD measurement ✔

Nutrition consultation with a nutritionist ✔ ✔

Drinking Donat Mg mineral water in the drinking hall ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

for her for him
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Offer for 
managers

Body composition 
measurement with the 
InBody analyzer 
• measurement of the quantity 

of body liquids, proteins and 
minerals with bone mineral 
density and fat evaluation

• measurement of skeletal muscle 
mass, body fat and weight 

• body composition balance, health 
and body strength evaluation, 
physical condition evaluation

• obesity diagnosis, excess body fat 
percentage 

• measurement of fat surrounding 
the internal organs (visceral fat) – 
excess fat 

• based on the measured parameters 
it suggests appropriate changes in 
body weight and body composition 
adjusted to every individual 
with regard to the constitution 
measurements

• during the process of weight 
loss, steady workout – training, 
it provides an accurate 
demonstration of improvement 
and assessment of procedures 
and helps with further activity 
planning

Examination results guarantee 
easier and high quality solutions in 
choosing further treatment (weight 
loss, body shaping, body water 
retention elimination…)

1. InBody 770 – body composition analysis
2. Food intolerance test
3. Medical consultation
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We recommend …

NEW!
ROI Medical Programmes

All ROI programs include a medical 
examination and admission to the new 
ROI Luxury SPA center

Symbol of Wellness and Beauty
Lotus Health & Beauty Center will take you to the world of 
relaxation, well-being and beauty. Listen to your body and soul, 
give yourself up to a unique treatment. Our experienced team 
of masseurs will help you relax fully with relaxing massages, 
Ayurveda, aromatherapy and Thai massage. Experience the 
magic power of baths and invigorating cosmetic treatments for 
maintaining a youthful appearance.

Pain therapy
• Tens-ultraton
• Massage
• Clay treatment / Fango

Headache
• Mukabhyanga
• Aroma head massage 
• Auriculotherapy
• Tui-Na

Pampering
• Vitamin anti-aging treatment with tropical 

fruits
• Lava shell massage with hot shells
• Massage with chio balls (peeling, massage, 

mask)
• Lotus massage
• Abhyanga

Detoxification of the body
• Smoothing body treatment and peel (Pevonia 

Botanica)
• Wrap (Aromatic Moor, Rassoul)
• Aroma Phyto-drainage
• Ultraton (detoxification or lymphatic drainage)

Weight loss / body transformation /
• Auriculotherapy
• Ultraton Futura *Pro (loss of inches, cellulite 

…)
• Cavitation
• Aromatherapy - Body wrapping
• Detoxification treatment with algae
• Anti-cellulite massage treatment with green 

coffee
• Personal trainer

Anti-aging facial procedures
• Before lifting procedures for the face we 

recommend manual cleaning (Plantomer) or 
cleaning with the appliance (Derma abrasion)

• Stimulating and lifting treatment 
Hydradermie lift or Delux

• Liftosome/Elasto firm or caviar facial care
• Derma lift
• Facial care with Ultratone - stimulation, micro 

currents or ultrasound

Oxygen treatment

INBODY body composition analysis
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BUSINESS LUNCHES

Business lunch is a popular form of business sociability. 
The conversation runs smoothly, if you choose a 
restaurant with a pleasant atmosphere.

Pleasant ambient and hospitality of the À la carte 
restaurant Kaiser, but most of all its excellent culinary 
offer perfectly designed for a business lunch, is the right 
choice!

Restaurant Kaiser – grade 6 ★ places our restaurant 
in the top 10 best restaurants in Slovenia.

À la carte 
Restaurant Kaiser

Grade

★ ★ ★ ★ 
★ ★
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